Watch “Jeopardy!”, Alex Trebek’s fun TV quiz game.

Fix problem quickly with galvanized jets.

Woven silk pyjamas exchanged for blue quartz.

J. Fox made five quick plays to win the big prize.

Amazingly few discotheques provide jukeboxes.
Nelson is from New York.

Xin and Victor are friends.

California is where Zoe was born.

Joe is visiting United Kingdom.

Daniel and Henry don’t know each other.

Washington is not in Ireland.

Has Ryan been to Ohio?

Albany is far from Sydney.

Both Ben and Freya are Kiwi.

Do Laura and Peter know this?

Tom lives in England.

Moscow is the capital of Russia.

Is Quebec in Germany?

Write the following numbers in your own handwriting

230 012 345 678 796 184
WATCH “JEOPARDY!”, ALEX TREBEK’S FUN TV QUIZ GAME.

FIX PROBLEM QUICKLY WITH GALVANIZED JETS.

WOVEN SILK PYJAMAS EXCHANGED FOR BLUE QUARTZ.

J. FOX MADE FIVE QUICK PLAYS TO WIN THE BIG PRIZE.

AMAZINGLY FEW DISCOTHEQUES PROVIDE JUKEBOXES.